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Active flutter suppression has been demonstrated in simulation bymany researchers, gener-
ally using methods based on linear aerodynamics and often with simplistic geometries. In this
paper, active flutter suppression is demonstrated in a simulation using a Navier-Stokes aero-
dynamics code, FUN3D, and a realistic transport aircraft configuration. This is accomplished
using simple observer-feedback controllers derived from linear aeroelastic models, including
reduced ordermodels built via FUN3D data. The development of these reduced ordermodels is
described here. It is shown that controllers derived from reduced ordermodels of the nonlinear
aerodynamics outperform controllers based on linear aerodynamics.

Nomenclature

AFS = Active flutter suppression
ASE = Aeroservoelastic
CRM = Common research model
DLM = Doublet lattice method
FFT = Fast Fourier transform
GAF = Generalized aerodynamic force
LQR = Linear quadratic regulator
LQG = Linear quadratic Gaussian
RANS = Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes
ROM = Reduced order model
A,B = Estimator state matrices
b = Wingspan
dt = Time step size (seconds)
H = Sensor matrix
J = Control cost
K,L = Feedback and Kalman gain matrices
Q,R = State & control weighting matrices
q = Dynamic pressure (kPa)
u = Input control surface amplitude vector
VD = Dive speed
x̂ = Estimator state vector
y = Wing spanwise coordinates
Üδ = Physical accelerations
Üη = Modal accelerations
λ = Measure of decay of system
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I. Introduction

Though not commonly used on current fixed-wing aircraft due to the inherently high risk, active flutter suppression
(AFS) systems have been studied in a research context for many years, as summarized in the recent review article

by Livne[1]. AFS involves the use of active control surfaces to artificially expand the flutter instability boundary of a
flexible wing via closed-loop control. The reduced threat of flutter-based failures could allow for lighter-weight aircraft
structures during the design process (which could potentially lead to significant fuel cost savings), though this is only
true if one can guarantee that the control surfaces will always be properly operational. Such a risk has historically
limited the use of AFS on civilian aircraft, though sustained research in this field will hopefully lead to more robust
systems and greater utilization in civilian and commercial applications. Many studies conducted to this point in the area
of AFS have been experimental in nature[2–5]. When numerical studies of flutter suppression have been conducted, they
have traditionally been performed within the framework of an aeroservoelastic (ASE) model that includes computational
models for the structure, the fluid, and some control law. Typically, a linear formulation has been used for the fluid
solver to keep the computational cost of the analysis down[4, 6–9]. The reduction in computational cost, however, often
comes at the price of reduced accuracy in predicting the fluid dynamics, particularly for transonic flows. For example,
consider Fig. 1, which shows the predicted flutter envelope as calculated via a linear doublet lattice method (DLM) and
a nonlinear Navier-Stokes solver, FUN3D[10] (Fully Unstructured Navier-Stokes 3D). The results from the linear and
nonlinear analyses have similar trends in the subsonic regime, but they diverge significantly in the transonic regime near
Mach 0.9. The linear code is unaware of the nonlinear transonic “flutter dip” that is predicted by FUN3D (and that
physically occurs in experiments). This is likely due to a region of mixed flow over the wing (a supersonic bubble),
which oscillates in response to wing deformations. Since modeling aeroelastic phenomena in the transonic flight regime
is of interest to many researchers, this inability to capture transonic aerodynamic nonlinearities limits the problems to
which the ASE model can be applied.

Furthermore, as aircraft designs tend toward wings with higher aspect ratio and increasing flexibility, interactions
between structural dynamics and aerodynamics become more complex and the ability to generate accurate, nonlinear
aerodynamic predictions becomes increasingly essential to aircraft design[11]. Although researchers have successfully
integrated higher-order CFD solvers into computational aeroelastic models (Refs. 12, 13), it is still considered to be a
challenge because of the high computational cost[14], particularly for unsteady simulations. Because of this, there
are only a handful of dynamic aeroelastic analyses done using higher-order CFD solvers, and most of those are done
using simple geometries. There are even fewer ASE models that integrate CFD solvers, and still fewer[15–17] that use
realistic aircraft geometries.

The goal of this work, therefore, is to demonstrate active flutter suppression within a computational ASE model
that uses a nonlinear aerodynamics solver on a realistic airplane configuration. The nonlinear aerodynamics solver
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Fig. 1 Flutter envelope for the NASACommonResearchModel as computed via a linear doublet latticemethod
(DLM) and a nonlinear Navier-Stokes solver, FUN3D. The other two curves represent the flight envelope and
the minimum required aeroelastic stability margin, which is 15% higher than an airplane’s design dive speed,
VD .
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and the linear structural dynamics solver from the NASA Langley FUN3D code will be used, and all AFS studies will
be demonstrated within that framework. The controllers and estimators used for AFS, however, cannot be directly
generated from FUN3D, owing to the extremely large size of the numerical systems. Instead, more tractable numerical
models are used to generate the controllers, of which two are used. One is derived from a linear aeroelastic model, with
DLM aerodynamics converted into state-space form via the typical Roger approximation. The other is derived from a
reduced-order model (ROM) of the nonlinear fluid dynamics as computed by FUN3D. An additional goal of this work is
to show that a controller derived from a linear aerodynamics code (like DLM) will not be as effective at controlling an
unstable system as a controller created using a nonlinear aerodynamics-based ROM, due to the importance of transonic
aerodynamics. Finally, the airplane geometry is based on the NASA Common Research Model (CRM), a generic
transport configuration suitable for aeroelastic analysis, as developed in Ref. 18.

II. Methods
The general workflow followed in this study was: (1) compute a linear state-space model of the flow, (2) design

a linear controller and an estimator, and (3) tie the controller, the estimator, and FUN3D together to form an ASE
framework where AFS can be demonstrated.

A. Geometry
The analyses presented here were conducted on a half-span model of the NASA CRM (see top left image in Fig. 2)

as developed in Ref. 18. This is a generic transport geometry with a cruise Mach number of 0.85, wing span of 58.7
meters, mean aerodynamic chord of 7 meters, aspect ratio of 9, taper ratio of 0.275, and sweep angle of 35◦. Results
presented in this paper are at Mach number of 0.85 and angle of attack of 0◦. Two trailing edge control surfaces were
attached to the wing as shown in the bottom of Fig. 2. When deflected, the edges of each trailing edge control surface
were blended into the the edges of adjacent control surfaces, as shown in the top right of Fig. 2.

Aeroelastic analyses were accomplished by combining the aerodynamic solver within FUN3Dwith a modal structural
dynamics solver, also within FUN3D. Only the wing was considered to be flexible in this work, populated with an
aluminum wingbox built from ribs, spars, skins, and stiffeners, described more fully in Ref. 18. The wingbox was
connected to a series of lumped masses meant to emulate fuel and engine inertia. A total of 25 flexible structural
modes and two rigid control modes (where the control surfaces were assumed to be irreversible) were generated for this
geometry. The control surfaces associated with the two control modes were located at 2y/b = 0.214 and 0.787. Modes
1, 2, 3, and 8 most closely resembled pure bending and torsional modes, so they are the only modes for which results are
presented. The final closed-loop FUN3D simulations used all 25 structural modes, while the FUN3D computations for

Fig. 2 Top left: Visualization of the NASA CRM half-span model used in the current analysis. Top right:
Illustration of one control surface deflection. Note the control surface blending. Bottom: Representation of the
two control surfaces used in the current ASEmodel, with control surface #1 being closest to the root and control
surface #2 being closest to the tip.
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the ROMs used less. Figure 3 shows (qualitatively) the vertical deflection magnitudes for modes 1, 2, 3, and 8, which
had natural frequencies of 10.7, 23.6, 26.4, and 85.0 rad/s, respectively.

B. FUN3D
NASA Langley’s FUN3D code was used for both the computational fluid dynamics and structural dynamics analyses.

While FUN3D allows a user to couple a fluid-structure interaction simulation using an external finite element code,
it also has a built-in modal structural dynamics equation solver that uses a second-order accurate predictor-corrector
scheme[19]. This built-in linear structural dynamics solver was used here, and it was within the structural loop in the
FUN3D code that closed-loop control was implemented.

Before performing any aeroelastic analysis (static or dynamic) in FUN3D, a converged steady flow simulation with a
rigid aircraft configuration was obtained. An unsteady static aeroelastic simulation was then restarted from the converged
steady solution. Once the unsteady static simulation reached a converged state, a disturbance was introduced into the
system and an unsteady dynamic aeroelastic simulation was restarted from the static aeroelastic solution. For flutter
analysis, a typical disturbance is a pulse to one of the flexible mode velocities. For the dynamic aeroelastic simulations
used to develop the ROMs in this work, the disturbances were the commanded control surface motions. For all FUN3D
analyses, the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations were solved using a second-order upwind
scheme with a Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. A fairly coarse semi-infinite tetrahedral volume mesh was used
here, with 3.1 million nodes, and a y+ value nearly 1 throughout the surface. For the closed-loop dynamic aeroelastic
analyses, the time step size varied between 2.9E-3 and 3.3E-3 s, and each time step included 20 fluid subiterations.

C. Linear Models used to Generate Estimators & Controllers
Three linear state-space models were developed from which controllers could be derived. The aerodynamics of

the first were computed using a DLM. The second and third state-space models were data-driven ROMs that had been
trained using nonlinear FUN3D solutions. Note that, while based on nonlinear solutions, the ROMs themselves were
linear models. These ROMs were generated using different methods and will be referred to as ROM-G and ROM-W
(so named based on their inputs: ROM-G used Gaussian pulses as inputs, while ROM-W used Walsh functions). The
process used to develop each state-space model will be briefly discussed.

1. DLM
Well-established procedures (summarized in Ref. 20, for example) were used to derive a linear aeroservoelastic

model built on the DLM. The first step was to compute the frequency domain aerodynamics by executing the DLM
code. Next, structural mode shapes and control surface mode shapes were used to derive structure-on-structure and
control-on-structure generalized aerodynamic forces. The well-known Roger approximation (Ref. 21) was then used to
convert the frequency domain aerodynamics into the time domain via rational function approximations.

Fig. 3 Vertical deflections associated with modes 1, 2, 3, and 8. Although many more modes were generated
for the analyses presented here, these modes most closely resembled pure bending and torsional modes, so they
are the modes for which results are presented.
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2. ROM-G
The DLM, like any aerodynamic panel method, solves a simplified version of the full Navier-Stokes equations by

making certain assumptions (e.g., irrotational flow or small perturbations). In this way, computations become quicker
and cheaper. In contrast, the ROMs referred to here used FUN3D RANS simulations to “train” a linearized model. For
the ROM-G, the process to obtain the state-space ROM can be found in Refs. 22 and 23 and is summarized here:

1) For each structural and control mode, do the following:
a) Excite the mode by introducing a Gaussian pulse to the modal displacement. Only one mode’s

displacement should be disturbed at a time, so all other modes’ displacements are held constant at zero.
Note that the Gaussian pulse should be shaped to excite a particular range of frequencies of interest.

b) With the Gaussian pulse in that mode’s displacement as input, run a FUN3D simulation. This is the
simulation that “trains” the ROM. Note that the length of the simulation and the time step size must be
tailored to capture the desired frequency range: the overall length of the training simulation will set the
lowest frequency that can be obtained, and the time step size will set the Nyquist frequency.

c) Compile the response of all modes due to the input.
2) Compile all responses due to all inputs.
3) Perform a fast Fourier tranform (FFT) on the inputs and outputs to get generalized aerodynamic forces (GAFs) in

the frequency domain.
4) Apply the Roger approximation to get the data back into time domain.
5) Generate state-space matrices from time domain data.
ROM-G is a ROM for the unsteady aerodynamics only; aeroelastic coupling is not initially involved. The GAFs that

result from this process can then be converted into the time domain, and then finally coupled with a structural model,
where the dynamic pressure acts as a feedback gain.

3. ROM-W
AEROM[24], a suite of tools for generating aeroelastic ROMs, was used to obtain ROM-W. The general procedure

was:
1) Excite all control modes simultaneously by introducing orthogonal Walsh functions to their modal displacements.

Note that each Walsh function should be shaped to excite a particular range of frequencies of interest. Also note
that the magnitudes of the input Walsh functions for this case were comparable to the magnitudes of the ROM-G
inputs.

2) With the Walsh functions in the control modes’ displacements as inputs, run a FUN3D simulation. As with
ROM-G, this is the simulation that “trains” the ROM. Also, the same considerations regarding the length of the
simulation and the time step size of ROM-G must be considered here.

3) Compile the responses of all the structural modes due to the inputs.
4) Exercise an algorithm within AEROM to get individual impulse responses of each mode due to individual control

inputs.
5) Convert the impulse responses to state-space using an eigensystem realization algorithm, also included in

AEROM.
In contrast to ROM-G, which is a ROM for the unsteady aerodynamics only, ROM-W is a ROM which does account

for aeroelastic interactions from the beginning, and therefore is only valid at a single dynamic pressure (i.e., the pressure
at which the ROM was trained). The AEROM tool does have the capability to use Walsh functions to train the unsteady
aerodynamics only (and then couple to a structural model after the fact), and this capability will be explored for future
work.

D. Generation of the Control Law and the Estimator
There has been much research done on nonlinear controllers and their application to aeroelastic systems (Refs.

25, 26), but the effectiveness of simpler, linear controllers was analyzed in this work. Specifically, it was desired to use
simple full-state feedback controllers (linear quadratic regulator, LQR), where the aeroelastic state vector at a given time
step would be multiplied by a feedback matrix, to produce the vector of control surface motions. Such an operation was
not possible directly within FUN3D, as the number of states was extremely large (modal structural data, but also velocity,
pressure, and density information at each node), and the requisite matrices were not easily accessible. Feedback control
is only possible with smaller, more compact systems. Therefore, a small amount of data was taken from FUN3D at each
time step (25 modal accelerations, Üη, converted to 21 vertical acceleration measurements along the wing, Üδ), and used to
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estimate the full state vector of a stand-alone linear aeroelastic model. This linear aeroelastic state was then used to
produce the commanded control surface rotations, which were fed to FUN3D. The development of these estimators and
controllers followed the methods presented in Ref. 27, and is essentially a linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller.
The stand-alone linear aeroelastic estimator was integrated in time alongside FUN3D, and is assumed to be of the form:

Û̂x = Ax̂ + Bu + L( Üδ − Hx̂) (1)

where u is a 2 × 1 vector of control surface rotations and x̂ is a vector of linear aeroelastic states, generated from one of
the three linear models discussed in Section II.C; Üδ is the 21 × 1 vector of vertical accelerations along the wing, which
comes from FUN3D. H is a sensor coversion matrix: the term Hx̂ produces the 21 vertical accelerations as computed by
the linear aeroelastic model. L is a Kalman gain matrix whose derivation is given below. When L is properly designed,
the error between the FUN3D accelerations and the linear accelerations ( Üδ − Hx̂) will decay to zero over time.

Having obtained a compact aeroelastic state, feedback was assumed of the form:

u = −K x̂

The feedback gain matrix (i.e., the controller), K, was found such that a cost function, J, was minimized:

J =
1
2

∫ ∞

0

(
| |x | |Q + | |u| |R

)
dt

where 1
2

∫ ∞
0 | |x | |Qdt represents the energy of some combination of the states, and 1

2

∫ ∞
0 | |u| |Rdt represents the energy

necessary for control; Q is a state weighting matrix, which is a fixed quantity for each case; R is a control weighting
matrix. Larger values of R relative to Q penalize the controls more. The goal was to minimize the energy in the states
without using too much energy in the control effort. The L matrix from Equation 1 was generated using a similar
equation to the J cost function with R and Q being white noise inputs.

E. ASE Model Overview
Once the controllers were designed, they, along with the linear model from which they were derived, were

implemented alongside FUN3D to create the ASE model, as shown in Fig. 4. Note that, while Fig. 4 shows the
controller and estimator as being separate from FUN3D, in actuality they were added into the FUN3D source code.
They are shown separately here only for clarity. The ASE model’s workflow was as follows:

1) Control modes are initially set to zero deflection.
2) Some initial disturbance is introduced into the system. In this case, an initial velocity was introduced to the first

structural mode.
3) At each time step, FUN3D simulates the system’s aeroelastic response to the input by calculating modal

accelerations for each structural mode. These modal accelerations ( Üη in Fig. 4) are the states of interest.
4) A simulated sensor, which is simply a matrix that converts the modal accelerations to physical accelerations at

discrete points on the wing, represents accelerometer measurements as might be taken on a wind tunnel model.
In this case, the sensor took the 25 modal accelerations and converted them to 21 accelerometer readings along
the wing.

FUN3D Sensor

EstimatorController

Disturbance

Üη Üδ

x̂

u

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the ASE model. Output from FUN3D is converted to 21 physical accelerations ( Üδ) by
a sensor matrix. These accelerations are fed into an estimator, whose output goes to the controller. Two control
surface commands (u) are passed from the controller to FUN3D.
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5) The FUN3D accelerometer readings, Üδ, are fed into the estimator at each time step. The estimator then uses this
data to compute the estimate of the linear aeroelastic solution vector, x̂.

6) The controller takes the estimated states and generates a set of commands to be applied to the control modes.
These commands are passed to FUN3D, where the commands are processed and the control surfaces deflect to
the commanded positions. The simulation advances to the next time step.

Note that there were two simulations marching through time together– FUN3D’s unsteady RANS simulation and the
estimator’s linear simulation. Also note that this ASE framework uses a linear controller, derived from a linear model
(though in the case of the ROMs, the linear model is itself trained from a RANS simulation), to control a nonlinear
system.

III. Results

A. Accuracy of State-Space Models
In order to compare the linear codes to FUN3D (which is considered the “truth” model here), sinusoidal inputs

of varying frequencies were applied to the modal displacement of control surface #2 (see Fig. 2) and the open-loop
responses were computed by each code. Figure 5 shows results from each of the linear codes compared to several
results from FUN3D (q ≈ 17kPa). Because the ROMs were intended to capture more of the nonlinear effects than
the DLM, it was expected that the ROM-generated results would be closer to the higher-fidelity FUN3D results than
the DLM-generated results. This, however, was not as apparent as expected. The DLM performed nearly as well as
the ROMs for many frequencies, but there were a few notable instances where the ROMs appear to perform better: at
low frequencies (0-12 rad/s) in mode 1, where the real parts from both ROMs predicted results closer to FUN3D; at
frequencies in the 15-20 rad/s range in mode 2, where the real parts of ROM-G results were closer to FUN3D than both
the DLM and ROM-W results and the imaginary parts of ROM-G and DLM were comparable; at high frequencies
(35-50 rad/s) in mode 8, where the real and imaginary parts of the ROMs’ predictions matched FUN3D better than the
DLM. It is also noted that, in the 25-30 rad/s range, there is no direct FUN3D data, and that range is where the DLM
and the ROMs differ the most. It appears that, in those areas were the ROMs are performing better than the DLM, the
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Fig. 5 Real and imaginary components of the modal displacements due to a sinusoidal modal displacement
input to control surface #2. (q ≈ 17kPa)
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ROMs might have captured some nonlinearities that the DLM was unable to predict. For those frequency ranges where
the ROMs did not clearly outperform the DLM, it might be that a Mach number of 0.85 and an angle of attack of 0◦ (the
flight conditions for these analyses) were not aggressive enough to induce the kinds of nonlinearities that might have
been better captured by the ROMs.

While two ROMs were generated and were used in the previous comparison, only ROM-G was implemented into
the ASE model. No controller was developed for ROM-W. As such, all subsequent results do not include ROM-W.

The closed-loop ASE model as shown in Fig. 4 was implemented and modal accelerations as predicted by FUN3D
( Üη) were compared to the modal accelerations predicted by the linear codes (x̂), which acted as the estimator in Fig. 4.
Figure 6 shows these comparisons. It should be noted that the modal amplitudes are the only states that FUN3D and the
linear aeroelastic models (DLM, ROM-G) had in common. The linear models were also defined by aerodynamic states
(via the Roger approximation) that obviously did not exist in FUN3D. Also, note that, because these results come from
the closed-loop ASE model, Üη for each case was not identical since FUN3D was given commands from the controller
that were based on x̂, which varied between estimators. The results show that the linear codes predict the actual state
well, but that, once again, the ROM does not clearly outperform the DLM.

B. Effectiveness of Controllers
Differences became more apparent when the effectiveness of each linear model’s controllers were compared.

Figure 7 shows unstable open-loop and stable closed-loop responses in modal displacement at a dynamic pressure of
approximately 35 kPa. Note that the initial behavior in the response is a static aeroelastic simulation where no external
disturbance had yet been introduced. The beginning of the dynamic aeroelastic simulation, where a disturbance in modal
velocity for mode 1 was introduced, occurs just before 1 second. While both controllers were able to stabilize the system,
the ROM-G-based controller clearly outperformed the DLM-based controller. The advantages of the ROM-G-based
controller were further demonstrated as the dynamic pressure was increased. For each controller at each dynamic
pressure, the response of mode 1 was fit to a curve of the form θeλt , where λ is a measure of the decay of the system and
is indicative of stability– positive λ values indicate the system is unstable and negative values indicate the system is
stable. Figure 8 shows the values of λ for each controller as a function of dynamic pressure. The open-loop system
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Fig. 6 Modal accelerations as predicted by FUN3D ( Üη) compared to predicted modal accelerations (x̂) by DLM
(row 1) andROM-G (row 2). Since the DLM is integrated in time alongside the closed-loop simulation in FUN3D,
it is instructive to visualize how well the DLM is predicting what is actually happening in FUN3D. These plots
show that the predictions are close to the actual states from FUN3D.
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begins to go unstable at a dynamic pressure of about 30 kPa. The DLM-based controller is able to stabilize the system to
higher dynamic pressures, but it too eventually goes unstable around a dynamic pressure of 35 kPa. The ROM-G-based
controller stabilized the system for all tested dynamic pressures (up to approximately 60 kPa).

Even though there was not a clear advantage of using ROMs over the DLM to predict the aerodynamics given some
control surface input (as shown in Fig. 5), significant differences in the closed-loop responses were seen between the
controllers based on the DLM and the ROM. The ROM-based controller was significantly more successful at stabilizing
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Fig. 8 A measure of the system’s stability, λ, versus dynamic pressure. Positive λ values imply that the system
is unstable, while negative values indicate that the system is stable. The ROM-G-based controller does not go
unstable for any dynamic pressures analyzed here, which demonstrates it improved ability over the DLM-based
controller.
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the unstable system, presumably because of the ROM’s ability to capture nonlinear aerodynamics that are beyond the
DLM’s ability to predict. It may be that the nonlinearities that are present at Mach 0.85 and at an angle of attack of
0◦ are strong enough to see a difference in the closed-loop responses, but are not strong enough to see a difference in
the predictions of aerodynamics between the ROM and the DLM. Future work, therefore, will include analyses of the
system at higher Mach numbers or angles of attack where the nonlinearities should be stronger. In such conditions, the
ROM should make better predictions of the aerodynamics than the DLM and should continue to outperform the DLM in
controlling the system.

IV. Conclusion
Active flutter suppression was successfully demonstrated within a computational ASE model that used a nonlinear

aerodynamics solver (FUN3D) and a realistic airplane configuration. This was accomplished by using several linear
methods to develop controllers. Results from several linear aerodynamics codes were compared to the nonlinear
analyses, and two controllers were developed from the linear codes that were implemented inside the ASE model. The
ROM-based controller stabilized the system better than the DLM-based controller and was effective over a larger range
of dynamic pressures. It is believed that the ROM’s ability to account for aerodynamic nonlinearities beyond what is
captured by the DLM is the reason that the ROM-based controller was more successful than the DLM-based controller.
Future work will include similar analyses at different flight conditions where nonlinearities in the flow might more
strongly influence the solution.
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